Journal Citation Reports

Select Databases and guides by subject on the library homepage wmich.edu/library to find a database.

Take caution that JCR only lists journals included in Web of Science.

Browse a list of all journals indexed in the Science or Social Sciences editions by selecting the edition and View all journals.

Choose the category and select search for a specific journal and submit.

Choose a method to search.

Visit our guide at libguides.wmich.edu/impact to explore more resources for citation analysis and journal impact.
The journal profile lists impact factor and includes an explanation and graphical representation of metrics over time.

On the journal profile you can see the subject category the journal is ranked in, select journal ranking to view how the journal is ranked within the category or select view category data to see a profile of aggregate impact factors for the category.

Search by Subject Category to generate a ranked list of subject journals.

Select one or more subject categories and choose your ranking factor. Will only include titles that are indexed in JCR and Web of Science.